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Brandon T

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun. It's basically a different looking 1911 as it functions similarly. The dehorning makes it a great carry gun and it has never failed or jammed on me. 











Timothy C

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Hands down my favorite pistol to shoot! It has awesome balance from shot to shot. Heavier gun so recoil is minimal. Highly recommend 











Mark S

on
04/06/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










SIG!! Awesome pistol great quality... 











John V

on
02/20/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the best shooting.45 ACP that I have ever fired. 











Brian M

on
03/09/2019




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Ran good, but the factory sights impacted low. Another negative was lack of availability of holsters. 











Michael N

on
05/07/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchase this firearm a few months ago. I waited to write a review, so I could put the firearm thru its paces. I am totally happy with my purchase. the handgun is balanced nicely, an accurate shooter and a joy to carry. It has not had a FTF or FTE (approx 1500 rounds thru it.) I have added crimson trace lazer grips for quicker and night time shooting self defense. (thank god haven't had to as of yet.) Highly recomend this Model Sig SAS G2. 











Tim G

on
04/11/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Made a trade with Gurney for this Sig P220 SAS CARRY.Was given a very fair trade and the Sig is a really fantastic gun. Accurate, smooth trigger and a fine for for my grip. Working now on another trade. If you see it's what you want go for it with Buds. 











Anthony C

on
03/24/2018




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










I found this P220 to have had greater than expected recoil, even for a .45. Worse yet, I had numerous failure to feeds using several different brands of hollow points such as Magtech, Federal, and Hornady. I actually had purchased two of these models, and I encountered the same problem using all four magazines. A few times the rounds actually got stuck in the magazines, and I had to use a screwdriver to pry them out. Called Sig Sauer and was advised they recommend using full metal jacket rounds for the first 200-300 rounds to break in the slide and magazines. Thats ridiculous. I’ve owned dozens of Sigs over the years and they have always been flawless in operation right out of the box using almost any ammo. I would steer clear of this current production run of this model. They are clearly having problems with this model. 











Alexander F

on
03/07/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is great! During the initial firing, I used Blazer Brass for break in, the standard 180gr., and experienced a couple FTE, but I switched to Federal for a couple hundred, and then back to Blazer. No more FTEs! I'll chalk it up to break-in pains, because this thing runs great. Recoil is a bit snappy, but that's because I started with 9mm and am moving up to .45/10mm platforms :-) Overall, is small enough for jacket/shoulder carry, and for larger men like myself, lower back concealment. Shoots within 1.5-2 MOA at 25 with my lack of practice, but a better shooter friend nailed approximately .75-1 MOA of bullseye, so accuracy and precision aren't an issue, probably because it's a fairly big gun for a carry! 











Robert B

on
02/23/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ok, last time i reviewed a Sig my young bride of 40 plus years had taken possession of my new 220 SAS . Because of medical conditions I have had to wait these 2 or so years to purchase another from Buds Guns. Same excellent service, safe shipping and quick to answer any questions I had. Item was shipped Fed X two day, it was inspected by my local FFL Dealer and notified it was here, I picked up the firearm and did my own inspection and just like before perfect inside and outside no machine marks finish perfect all accessories there. Since I am now retired my wife and I chose a perfect day at the local range, we gathered up our gear and away we went, our range is only about 20 minutes away. I had already cleaned and lubed as per owners manual and loaded four Sig. magazines with 5 rounds each of Remington Golden Saber 45 ACP +P 185 Grain Brass Jacketed Hollow Point. Checked in at range and started putting lead down range and after expending all four magazines just as the first one i had gotten she is a KEEPER, satisfied with what i had racked up, the little lady just had to try it out. Well she was happy with the performance of mine and she said but she will keep hers. Both 220 SAS Carry SRT Nite Sights SA/DA but kept the Sig Grips on the new one. Very pleased with both 220s with the price and service from BUD's. I have purchased several firearms from them and it's always at it's best . Robert and Betty B Feb 2018 











Michael R

on
01/28/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I put 100 rounds through this after cleaning it right out of the box..flawless and a dream to shoot ...everything about this handgun is right for me and I would highly recommend it to anyone looking for a dependable 45 to carry...just a great weapon from SIG! 











Doug L

on
12/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I liked my P239 9mm in just about every respect, especially the DA/SA and lack of a safety, so I decided to duplicate the features in a.45 ACP semi auto. The P220 suits me perfectly. I love the DA/SA trigger instead of a safety lever. The carry version is comfortable IWB, so I am quite happy with the 220. For a .45, I prefer it over a 1911. I prefer the manual of arms on the SIG. Bud's had it in stock, so it was a smooth and seamless transaction through my local dealer. 











Cheukwah Y

on
11/18/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










if you want 45 ACP power and shoot like 9MM, This is the one, recoil is mild and extremely accurate. well build and well balance. easy to carry conceal. excellent firearm. shipped fast and good service. thanks Buds gun shop 











Roland H

on
08/09/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent quality, smooth slide and action right out of the box. The snag-free treatment and short reset trigger are worth the extra bucks. Very accurate, no FTF or FTE, stovepipes, jams or hiccups, and no need for the usual "shoot 500 rounds through it to loosen it up" nonsense. I reload and it has cycled flawlessly with everything I put in it. You would expect that, wouldn't you? 











Louis C V

on
11/08/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my 3rd handgun purchase from Buds and as usual the service was great. My first thought when receiving the P220 SAS Gen II was "Wow, this looks great" and the SAS Treatment is the way to go if you don't plan on attaching anything to the rails. The fit and finish is superb. I would not hesitate to purchase another Sig Sauer Firearm or to purchase again from Buds Gunshop. 











Craig G

on
04/18/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol. The E2 grips fit like a glove. I was surprised I liked them. I thought I was gonna convert to the standard screw on panels, but now I'm reconsidering. Buds was fast as usual and helpful along the way. 











Robert B

on
09/04/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent weapon fit and finish perfect to the last point no flaws, inside as well as outside, now with that said does she shoot---------------------------and how I can't believe how accurate this Baby is; she can out shoot my abilities, My wife of 36 years normally shoots a 1970 era Colt 4 inch Python and has never liked a 1911 style pistol until now. She shot about 5 or 6 mags and when she was done her question was how long would it take for me to get another one for myself and proceeded to put her new gun in her pistol box. The only changes I made were to install the Sig Sauer Rosewood grips which she liked also. End of sad story for me start of new happy one for her. We both highly recommend this set up as follows 220 Carry SAS, Short Trigger, SRT, Nite Sights, Sig Rosewood Grips. Service at its best from Bud's Robert & Betty B 











Ryan G

on
06/20/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is awesome. it is the first hand gun i have ever purchased. came fully functioning out of the box fired about 200 rounds through it and still no problems 











Jared S

on
04/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shooting gun! I love the trigger and recoil is mild. So far only 200 rounds through it with no issues. I have used both FMJ and HP ammo with no problems. I will say the gun has very tight lockup and will need to be broken in to get it loose. I want to get another! 











Seth B

on
04/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am pleased with the over all look, feel, and operation of this SIG. The slack felt in the trigger is minimal, and the sear vs. hammer engagement/release is smooth. The SIG SAS2 is well balanced, and the frame design assists the shooter in promoting natural point of aim. SIG’s are very capable of accuracy at long range. I can successfully engage steel out to sixty and seventy yards with the SIG SAS2. It is equally capable of rapid engagement of multiple targets, due to the SIG’s mild felt recoil. I haven’t experienced any incidents involving failure to feed with ammunition or stoppages with my SIG SAS2. To date, I have run approximately one thousand rounds through my SIG. Ammunition ran through my SIG SAS2 consists of: SPEER Gold Dot and Remington Golden Saber The SIG SAS2 is comfortable to carry for extended periods of time. I trust SIG to keep me safe both on duty as well as off duty. The SIG P220 SAS2 SAO is an all around excellent firearm. I was a first time customer of Budsgun Shop. Buds customer service was excellent from start to finish. 











Lance R

on
03/04/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazing firearm, my 1st SIG and my 2nd purchase from Buds....would not change a thin with either. 











Douglas H

on
02/10/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is awesome. Put 100 rounds through it this weekend without an issue. The siglites are bright and easy to acquire your target with. The finish was absolutely perfect. My piece came along with 2 mags and a hard plastic case. This gun does have some weight to it but I plan on carrying it as the gun is "1911 thin". I always wanted a sig but was never willing to drop $900 plus on one. $679 is a steal. Couldn't be more pleased buy this purchase. 











Jeff R

on
02/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I own a few higher end guns, and by far this feels the best. I couldn't believe how well this shot. Sig Makes some of the best guns out there in my opinion. I would highly recommend this very nice looking and smooth shooter. 











Dan R

on
02/08/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Received the gun in a weeks time. Buds = Great service. My first visit to the range, fired 230 grain FMJ with around 10 FTF issues out of 100 rounds. Not pleased. Will clean my gun some more and take it back out and hope it does not happen again. If it does, I will be contacting Sig Sauer. 











Ric O

on
02/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sweet pistol, get one why you can. Mine does not have the custom shop logo 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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